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GENERAL

COLUMN

From the Word

Editor's letter

It’s time to do
things differently

A

lbert Einstein is broadly credited with having said: “The
definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and
over again, but expecting different results.” Although
there has never been definitive proof that Einstein actually made the quote, it matters not, because, let’s face it, it is a
universal truth that has been proven time and time again.
Think of a fly trying to fly through a closed window, over and over
again it repeats the action, until it eventually dies from exhaustion.
It’s 2019, it’s an election year and land reform is the hot topic de
jour. Our Group CEO Francois Strydom made the point at a recent
gathering “the whole world is in flux, look at what is happening to
Macron’s France, Trump’s America, etcetera, etcetera.”
Whether it is the cyclic nature of the world where history has a tendency to repeat itself, going through highs and lows before settling,
then repeating it all again, and whether we are in such a cycle or
not, the bottom line is that we all need to “be the change we want
to see in the world” – Mahatma Ghandi.
Hopefully you had some time off over the holidays to take stock
of your life, your business, your relationships… and hopefully you
identified patterns that do not yield the results you desire. Now is
the time to change your behaviour. A farmer has an intimate and
intuitive relationship with the land and its animals. He/she can
sense when it’s time to change something, like leaving lands fallow,
or adding more fertiliser, or trying a new crop, or breeding with a
different breed of livestock.
In the same way, we need to look
inside and gauge our own happiness
and actively make the mind-shift to
live a happy, balanced life, in harmony with all our communities.
I hope you had a good
planting season and
that your harvests
are abundant in
2019!

Marlon Abrahams
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Mindshift

Ds. Willie Botha

A MINDSHIFT CAN also be called a paradigm shift. It boils
down to challenging the way you approach things, the way
you think and what you understand. A mindshift is often
necessary when circumstances suddenly change or when a
situation reaches a critical point. People who struggle to make
a mindshift often feel that they are in a cul-de-sac. You can
literally feel that you have nowhere to turn.
Maybe the Israelites felt this way when the giant Goliath
walked towards them from the ranks of the Philistines. In their
minds there was no answer to what they were seeing. And
then a nondescript shepherd arrived and he could not see
any problem.
This is an example of a mindshift. Gideon was so afraid that
he hid in the winepress and the next moment an angel called
him a brave man - another mindshift. Paul was a persecutor
and the next moment he preached God's word - probably one
of the best examples in the New Testament. However, nothing
comes anywhere near the mindshift which God made for us.
Instead of judging mankind for its unrighteousness, He sent
Jesus to change our unrighteousness.
“Mindshift” is also the theme of a book written by Dawie
Smith, well-known radio personality, leader and educationalist. It is a brilliant book which approaches mindshift from
a spiritual, physical, intellectual and emotional level. His
approach is that the dash between the date of birth and date
of death on your gravestone, is the life that you live. It is the
most important part and we can manage it to a large extent.
If you want to change your way of thinking, your feelings or
your behaviour, consider Dawie Smith's seven step change
and defensibility model:
Step 1: Becoming aware of the issue or problem (Head)
Step 2: Acknowledge the impact on your life (Head and Heart)
Step 3: Consider your desire to change (Heart)
Step 4: What are your options? (Head)
Step 5: Commit to the chosen option (Head and Heart)
Step 6: Take action (Hand) and persevere (Heart)
Step 7: Regular stock-taking
Christians are never in a cul-de-sac. There is a close connection between Christian hope and mindshifts. If Christ is part
of your life, the changes in your life cannot be made without
Christ. The Holy Spirit helps us to do the things which we deem
to be difficult, uncomfortable and even impos-sible.

GENERAL

Pieter & Tshepo

DID YOU KNOW?

40% of the global population

works in agriculture. Agriculture
is the single largest employer in
the world.

IN SHORT
GRAIN MARKET

FRANCOIS STRYDOM
Senwes Group CEO
After meeting with the Executive team of
the Free State Department of Agriculture at
Senwes Head Office on 31 October 2018.

‶We highly commend the process of
the Department of reaching out to the
private sector and role players. We
are of the view that this is the right
way forward, a partnership between
the Department, State and Provincial
Government and private initiative to

″

make our country work.

CHRISTO VAN DER RHEEDE
Deputy Executive Director: Agri SA
Regarding Agri SA’s AgroHub website
launched during the organisation’s annual
congress that took place in Pretoria.

‶Through the transformation of the

e ...
h
t
Viaapevine
Gr

Reed the complete Grain market
article by Hansie Swanepoel
at this link: http://senwes.co/
hansie119 or scan the QR-code.

RISENGA MALULEKE
Statistician-General
On the Census of Commercial Agriculture
that will run from 15 October 2018 to June
2019.

‶The aim of the Census of

sector, the AgroHub seeks to showcase all our best practices to ensure
that there is sufficient support for our

Commercial Agriculture is to collect
basic quantitative information on the
sector. This information is essential
for planning, policy formulation and

new generation farmer.

measuring food security.

″

The movement of grain prices over the
past few weeks, once again emphasised the importance of a marketing
plan.
A marketing plan must be dynamic
and must ensure that one can share
in higher prices. Marketing decisions
must be based on profit levels, rather
than aiming for the higher possible
price.
Options will assist to a large extent to achieve the above goals. By
participating in the market objectively
and focused, a producer can position
himself in the market in such a manner
as to derive maximum benefit from the
opportunities offered by the market.

″

FRANCOIS STRYDOM
Senwes Group Chief Executive
Senwes challenged the nation to braai on
Friday, 1 February 2019, thereby heeding
the Agri SA call on all South Africans to
solve the problems of the producers by
braaiing.

‶If every South African should ate

1kg more red meat, we will probably

″

wipe out the surplus.

‶I have travelled the world to meet with farmers and I still have not found farmers that are more ingenious, resilient
and forward-looking than South African farmers.″ – JESUS MADRAZO
Crop Science Head of Agriculture Affairs and Sustainability: Bayer • Speaking at the Agri SA Congress 2018 on the nature of farmers.
SENWES SCENARIO | MIND-SHIFT 2019
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The right
business mind-shift
for 2019

Senwes Scenario visited Francois Strydom, Senwes Group Chief
Excecutive, to talk about the current scenario in agriculture in South
Africa and which mind-shifts are needed to survive.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

he year 2019 is a unique year.
Who can still remember 2015?
When we thought: “This is as bad
as gets, with the lowest rainfall in
almost 107 years.” And look where we are
now, in 2019, with the national plantings
being late and a season which will be 6 to
8 weeks late. Rainfall in the western areas
is even lower than in 2015.
The expected rainfall did not materialise and the weather phenomenon result-

04

ed in no or very little rain. The season is
also unique in that it takes a producer
approximately three years to recover from
such a situation and we are only now in
the third year.
It is evident that rainfall in the eastern
area and parts of the western area is fairly
good, but very poor in the western and
far-western areas of the Free State, which
impacts on the quality and quantity of
grain. Current estimates are that 15% to
20% less maize will be planted. SA produces between 7 and 10 million tons of
grain and the maize price broke through
the R3 000 per ton level on 14 January
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2019, which is positive if you have a crop.
The reality is that individual producers
will experience serious problems. The
effect is that fewer producers will plant, in
better areas and regions, which could theoretically bring about more stability. The
truth is that South Africa, compared with
the rest of the world, is not the very best
production area.
Diversification into alternative crops or
cattle is an option, but many things need
to be considered. All of this has occurred
in the past, but incidents such as those
which we are experiencing at present,
accelerate the situation. The problem is

NEWS

We have a narrow and focused business portfolio,
which means we know a lot about a few things, instead
of the other way around.
that it cannot be changed from one year
to another and that you have to base an
informed decision on a 20-year profit history.
A producer is therefore a risk manager
who has to make risk decisions. “To say
that you are going to plant if the price is
right, is a price decision, but it has to be
combined with a production decision.”
The order of your decision-making process is also important.
SPECIALISATION OR
DIVERSIFICATION?
This is a very important question. Senwes
has the advantage of evaluating 110 years'
history. In our case, specialisation is the
answer for our business model. Senwes
diversifies geographically, over commodities and in respect of its customer base.
It is important to remember that if you
perform well in one part of the value chain,
it does not imply that you perform well in
another area as well. If your business stra
tegy is profit-making, it is a short-term view
and a dangerous road to follow. The right
strategy is to survive and to still be here
next year.
SURVIVAL
In order to survive, you have to be critical
of yourself and be analytical as far as
your core skills, risk approach and the
environment are concerned and not to be

Should you wish to contact Senwes
Credit, Senwes Equipment and
Senwes Grainlink, contact them as
indicated below:

complacent. “You may not be as clever
as you think.” Be focused, committed and
humble.
Time is important. If you need to make
a decision, do it. What is important is the
message that you convey, the culture you
create and the character you build when
you make a decision.
2019 NATIONAL ELECTION
We find ourselves in a time with very
high volatility, political incidents are the
order of the day and opinions are voiced.
Exchange rates, commodities and business confidence are affected - it is important to make sure that these short-term
incidents and events do not detract from
your long-term views. Do not become paralysed by fear and the inability to make
decisions.
GOOD OPPORTUNITIES
Be assured that there are many good
opportunities: “We utilise only two opportunities from a corporate transaction point
of view out of every 100 opportunities.” If
the price is not right, we say no. We are
in the food value chain and we support
producers. The crux is that you will have
to adjust to certain situations and if you do
not have the courage and the confidence
to carry on, circumstances will force you
to make a decision. Senwes promises to
continue with its investments, the con-

Pieter Swart
Senwes Credit: Managing Executive
018 464 7532
pieter.swart@senwes.co.za
Pieter Malan
Senwes Grainlink: Managing Executive
018 464 7395
pieter.malan@senwes.co.za
Ferdie Pieterse
Senwes Equipment: Managing
Executive
018 464 7653
ferdie.pieterse@senwes.co.za

solidation of business processes and the
utilisation of good opportunities.
We are committed to provide input
products, market access, financial services, advice and solutions to our customers. We have a narrow and focused
business portfolio, which means we know
a lot about a few things, instead of the
other way around.
Senwes' objective is to provide the
best administration and support services
to producers, to take the lead and to
share fundamental knowledge with our
customers. “Be assured that Senwes will
continue to be a participant and not a
spectator. We are part of South Africa and
we accept the responsibilities which come
with it.”

SENWES SCENARIO | MIND-SHIFT 2019
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Mindshift

INNOVATION

THE TECHNOLOGY SHIFT
Today's producers will have to make a mindshift in terms of their farming operations with
challenges becoming more pronounced. Producers will have to take advantage of new
technologies to optimise their farming operations.
 By Martin van Zyl
Senwes Group Executive: Innovation and Integrated Solutions

F

or most of the history of business, the world’s leading
companies have been industrially-focused.
Pioneers like Henry Ford and Thomas Edison innovated in the physical realm using atoms – they came up
with novel ways to reorganise these atoms to create things like
the assembly line and the incandescent light
bulb. Then, companies invested massive
amounts of capital to build physical factories, pay thousands of workers and
build these things.
The majority of the great blue chip
companies were built this way: IBM,
U.S. Steel, General Electric, Walmart
and Ford are just some examples.
But today’s business reality is very different. We live in a world of bytes – and for the
first time technology and commerce have collided
in a way that makes data far more valuable than
physical, tangible objects.
The best place to see this is in how the market
values businesses.
TOP 5 PUBLICLY TRADED
COMPANIES (BY MARKET CAP)

Tech

Other

2013
$416B

$404B

$257B

$255B

$246B

$851B

$717B

$703B

$701B

$508B

2018
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INNOVATION

As you can see, companies like Apple,
Amazon and Microsoft have supplanted
traditional blue chip companies that build
physical things.
Technology is leveraging connectivity,
network effects, artificial intelligence and
unprecedented scale to create global
platforms that are almost impossible to
compete with.

ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGICAL
PROGRESS
When it comes to technological progress,
the rate of change itself is actually getting
faster and faster. Each year brings more
technological advancements than the last
and once the exponential “hockey stick”
kicks into overdrive, innovations could
happen at a blindsiding pace.
9
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Senwes 110

The first 50 years
With Senwes celebrating 110 years in 2019, we focus on a few highlights of the early
years, from the formation in 1909 to 1959.

1909
MARCH-APRIL 1909
A group of 24 farmers meet to discuss
the idea of forming a co-operative in
the erstwhile Western Transvaal. A preliminary founding agreement is drafted.
Unknowingly, that was the beginning of
the formation of the largest agricultural
co-operative ever in South Africa and the
Southern Hemisphere (until 1996).
15 MAY 1909
The need for and foundation of a cooperative is ratified at an official meeting of
a larger gathering at the Stock Exchange
in Klerksdorp. In that way, “De Centraal
Westelijke Co-operatieve Landbouw
Vereniging” is established.
1 JUNE 1909
At the first directors’ meeting, William
Campbell is elected as the first chairman
of “De Centraal Westelijke Co-operatieve
Landbouw Vereniging”.

1929-1930

Sentraalwes sells fuel to its members.

1931

The total grain yield received by Sentraal
wes reaches the million-bag mark for the
first time in the history of the co-operative.

1936
21 APRIL 1936
As a co-operative, Senwes is registered
by the Department of Agriculture (Union
of South Africa) as the “Sentraal Westelike
Koöperatiewe Maatskappy”. In colloquial
language, the company is often referred
to as “Sentraalwes” and sometimes.
“Senwesko”.

1946
16 APRIL 1946
The cornerstone of a new head office is
laid in Corrie de Kock Street, Klerksdorp.
On 12 April 1947, the new offices
are inaugurated. JJ Adams, DeputySecretary of Agriculture and Registrar of
Co-operative Companies, officially opens
the new head office.
JULY 1946
The first monthly publication, Senwesko,
Vol 1 (1), is published. After a few months,
it ceases to exist. In June 1956, the
Senwester follows as a second attempt at
a monthly publication.

1947
The management of peanuts as a new
production line begins. By 1949, Senwes
also trades in fodder and edible oils.

1950
Senwes is a founder of member of
Sentraboer (Co-operative) Limited, which
is established to insure the harvests and
assets of members.

1951
Seed processing commences as additio
nal service to members.

1956
2 FEBRUARY 1956
Senwes registers its activities in the
erstwhile South West Africa (currently
Namibia) in terms of the Ordinance on
Co-operative Associations, 1946 (No. 15
of 1946) as a co-operative company with
limited accountability.
Senwes probably initiated and used the
co-operative company’s
first logo this year.

Source: Time cultivates winners. Senwes - A century of agriculture by Elize S van Eeden

08
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INTERESTING FACTS:

07 | The technology shift
Interestingly, there is another offshoot of accelerating change that applies more to the
business and economic world. Not only is the speed of change getting faster, but for
various reasons, markets are able to adopt new technologies faster:

New products can achieve millions
of users in just months and the game
Pokémon Go serves as an interesting
case study of this potential. The game
amassed 50 million users in just 19 days,
which is a blink of an eye in comparison
to automobiles (62 years), the telephone
(50 years) or credit cards (28 years).
As new technologies are created at a
faster and faster pace – and as they are
adopted at record speeds by markets –
it’s fair to say that future could be coming
at a breakneck speed.

AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY =
AGTECH
The interesting question is what does this

“breakneck” advancement mean for agriculture?
Getting the most out of a farming operation has always been challenging, but
today’s farmers face conditions that dictate
a new level of effort and concern for their
operations, such as changing weather patterns and the availability of arable land.
As the challenges became more
pronounced, farmers take advantage of
technology advances to optimise farming
operations.
Deere has always partnered closely
with farmers to advance the use of technology on the farm and over time, it became
clear that customers needed more and
more insights to solve their needs.

Many outside the farming world might
not be aware that Deere has been inves
ting in leading edge technologies for
many years.
“Automation, connectivity, artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning are
a few key technologies we’re focused on
to build a continually smart, evolving and
more efficient farm”. This is according to
John Stone: Senior vice president at John
Deere.
John Deere and its dealer network like
Senwes, strive to bring leading edge technologies to solve problems and capture
opportunities that will make their custo
mers the most profitable and sustainable
farmers in the world.
We’re shifting from bigger, faster and
stronger machines to solutions that are
more automated, easier and precise.
We’re also proving that not only does
“Nothing Runs Like a Deere,” but “Nothing
Thinks Like a Deere”
REFERENCES:
The 8 Major Forces Shaping the Future of
the Global Economy
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-8major-forces-shaping-the-future-of-theglobal-economy/
John Stone: Driving Digital Farming at
Deere
https://www.cta.tech/News/i3/
Articles/2018/November-December/
John-Stone-Driving-Digital-Farming-atDeere.aspx?sf97323769=1.
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Agbiz Outlook 2019
– Be ready!

If there is one thing we’ve learnt from Agbiz Outlook 2019, it is that we
need to be ready for anything, according to Agbiz CEO John Purchase,
when he spoke about the outlook for 2019 and beyond.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

H

e mentioned that “things are
definitely changing, but how
they are going to pan out we
do not know.” He especially
referred to China and the US and how
everything will evolve. What was clear is
that China and Russia want to make an
impact and countries like England, Japan,
etcetera were becoming more forceful in
Africa.
Religious fundamentalism is still an
issue and Africa is prone to it, as it happens even in South Africa and in Northern
Mozambique. These issues “disrupt the
good order”. Another issue to be resolved
is Brexit and the EU with major uncertainties: “Britain’s GDP will drop, there is
no doubt about that. But it does present
certain opportunities for South Africa and
the agricultural sector.” On the other side
of the Atlantic is “the US
President Donald Trump’s
dynamics - the way in which
he does business and per-

forms his functions is very different. He
has basically rewritten the rulebook.” Great
uncertainty is manifesting itself around the
world and South Africa is one of the countries with more certainty. His advice is to
create a more predictable environment.
THE INTERNET OF THINGS
“The internet is still driving globalisation,
which is not going to change.” One thing
that will change globally is mass migrations
and the humanitarian disasters posed by
it. It will impact agriculture and the food
system. On top of this, environmental sustainability statistics don’t make for good
reading and we are definitely not turning
the environment and global warming
around. “We are seeing changing weather
patterns in South Africa and it will impact
agriculture, that you can be sure of.”
GLOBAL POPULATION
Did you know? 36% of the world’s population resides in India and China. Africa
will reach the 1 billion population mark in
2050. “Point being, we need to get systems in place to feed people, otherwise
we are going to leave a bad legacy in

Agbiz CEO, Dr John Purchase, received the Order
of Agricultural Merit (Mérite Agricole) from the
Ambassador of France, Christophe Farnaud, on 5
December 2018. The Order of Agricultural Merit is
bestowed by the French Republic for outstanding
contribution towards agriculture. He thanked
Purchase and added: “It also resembles recognition
of his exceptional career in the agri-industry.” He
also emphasised Purchase’s involvement between the two
great agricultural powers of France and South Africa.

10
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Africa.” This whole dynamic can be either
a massive opportunity or a massive risk.
POLITICS
“You can’t separate politics and the econo
my.” The ANC is still in turmoil and the
DA and EFF are no longer viable ruling
coalitions with many problems of their
own. Current estimates regarding the 2019
national elections are that the ANC will
lose ground to approximately 55%, the DA
will stay in the 22-23% region with the EFF
being a big gainer (16%), but this could
change as we move closer to the elections.
Political uncertainty is not good for the
economy as it detracts investors. One
important fact is that the GDP in rand terms
masks the effects whereas in dollar terms
during the Zuma administration, the GDP
moved from $8 000 to $5 200 per capita.
This means that South Africans are more
than 25% poorer - “The poor gets affected
the worst. It is a real nightmare. But now
we have to turn it around.” On top of it all
the government fiscus is under pressure,
battling to pay bloated public service
and funding state owned enterprises. The
effect of the fiscal framework expenditure
and VAT budget balance amounts to a
full percent deficit on budgets for the next
four years – “So, South Africa pays more to
service its debt, but basically we have no
choice but to keep serving the population.”
He finished by saying enough is
enough. We’ve got to get government to
perform regulatory functions and be proactive to get the economy going and drive
things to ensure investment growth.

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Met 110 jaar se agri-ondervinding bied Senwes Credit ‘n reeks finansiële
oplossings vir kliënte. Met ‘n trotse nalatenskap van standvastigheid, betroubaarheid en innovering, ontwerp ons die beste oplossings vir kliënte.

Agrirewards

NEWS

The heart of
Hartbeesfontein
Take the step in
2019 to safeguard
your environment
Any city or town has a heartbeat, and
at Hartbeesfontein one of the pulses is
Hartbeesfontein Safety.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

his is very evident in the well-equipped control
room awaiting me, after they most definitely saw
me approaching on the R507 and R503, as per
our appointment on the specific day.
The chairman of the Hartbeesfontein Agricultural Union,
Jaco Maré, says that safety is high on their agenda. Their
commando was integrated into the commanding group in
2004. It consisted of Johan Lemmer, Frik Lemmer, Jaco
Maré, André Kilian, Jan Meiring and Carlos da Silva.
One of the most important mind shifts was to learn
from one of the leaders in the field of safety, Smithfield
Farmers' Union, after which they decided to establish
their own control room. This was followed by switch towers which were erected at various places in 2016. The
first seven was in 2016 as part of phase 1, followed by
another seven in phase two and after phase three there
were 22 towers. Sixteen of the towers are supplied with
direct power and six are equipped with solar panels and
batteries.
CAMERAS AND SWITCH TOWERS
Some of the 22 cameras and switch towers were erected
on top of Senwes silos, namely Werda Silo, Melliodora
Silo and Hartbeesfontein Silo. Two cameras were mounted on existing towers on the farms of two producers and
they wish to thank them for their generosity.

12
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André Roux in the control room, where
seven screens are used to check the
area within a 40km radius.
OBJECTIVE IN ACTION
When they take action, the objective is to render first aid when necessary, block off the area
and safeguard it. Their objective is to combat
farm attacks, robberies and to assist the police
service within the parameters of the law. Jaco's
advice is to implement contingency plans and
to ensure good and effective co-operation with
the SAPS, neighbourhood watches, etcetera.
They also hold regular strategic planning sessions and put up road blocks to ensure visibili
ty, they hold discussions with the VIS and with
Northwest Agri and Agri SA, who are well-disposed towards them.
COSTS AND PERSONNEL
Such a system could cost millions, with monthly
costs running into thousands of rand. Although a
lot of donations are received, a large portion of
the costs have to be borne by the organisation.
Hartbeesfontein Safety has five members of
staff, who change shifts on an 8-hourly basis.

PRODUCER FOCUS
Chairman of the
Hartbeesfontein
Agricultural Union,
Jaco Maré, with
one of the control
room staff members,
Chris Ludick. In the
background is the
Hartbeesfontein
Silo which is one of
the three Senwes
silos being used to
safeguard the area.

The equipped control room has seven screens, by which the
area is secured. One of the members of staff in the control
room, André Roux, even developed an application into which
the model, colour and registration number of a suspicious vehicle are entered. The system then looks through a data base
of previous cases, which means that quick and more effective
action can be taken.
VALUE ADDITION VALUE
The additional value of such a safety system is that veld fires
can be spotted sooner and riots can be dealt with more effectively. In order to be more effective, it is important not to stagnate. Expand, upgrade your systems in order to remain relevant.
A few examples are better buildings, user-friendly systems for
operators, strategic places and better cameras. Re-evaluate
your systems regularly. The last bit of advice is that there should
be good co-operation with neighbouring towns, in their case
the Northwest towns of Coligny, Ventersdorp, Ottosdal and
Wolmaransstad are critical. The reason for this is that the organi
sation should be aware of problems which could infiltrate its
area and, since their system works so well, crime often moves to
other areas.
MORE EXAMPLES
Although Hartbeesfontein Safety is one of the best, it definitely is not the only safety organisation. Discussions with
Agri SA and AgriSecuritas revealed that many farmers' unions
country-wide take outstanding action to promote safety in the
agricultural environment and their communities, such as the
Albany Bathurst District Agricultural Union in the Eastern Cape,
Smithfield and Vierfontein in the Free State. Agri Kiepersol in
Mpumalanga and Potgietersrus Agriculture, to name but a few.
So, safeguard your area and agricultural environment by contacting the leaders in the industry - “It is one of the best investments that you can make,” Jaco said. And this journalist knows
for sure that he was watched on camera, up to a distance of
40km, when he left Hartbeesfontein.
For more information, contact Jaco Maré at 082 388 4294.

Hinterland winner
becomes world champion
 By Phillip Lee
Hinterland Manager: Animal Farming Solutions

T

he credibility of any competition is in its ability to
choose credible winners - a competition is defined by
its winner. When a competition winner bears further
laurels, it confirms the ability of the competition to
choose the right winner. This is exactly what happened at the
world show: the Hinterland National Interbreed winners, which
represented the shows where they won the championships
at ALFA 2018, became international winners! It confirmed
the judgement at ALFA and the manner in which finalists are
nominated, like no other process can do it and confirmed once
again that South Africa has some of the best stud breeders in
the world.
The competition started in 2012 and there were
approximately 1 000 entries from 77 countries for 16 breeds.
The South African flag was flown high in respect of a number of
breeds, with the highlight being when the Hinterland National
Interbreed champion bull, ACE BR 140016, was crowned as
the world champion Santa Gertrudis bull. ACE was showed by
the Santa-Rey Santa Gertrudis stud of Raymund de Villiers from
Sannieshof. Another highlight was when the Hinterland National
Interbreed champion cow, a Simmentaler, won the “Miss World
Silver” medal. Ireland was the winner. The top cow, Dipsie PJO
12-65, is the property of the ChrisMar family's Taaibosspruit
Simmentaler stud in the Lichtenburg area.
These results are good news for the local stud industry,
in that both the Hinterland National Champion cow and bull
received top awards. It is an excellent testimonial for stud
breeding in South Africa - we are not only aligned with the rest
of the world, but often the best in the world.
SENWES SCENARIO | MIND-SHIFT 2019
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GROWTH PROMOTANTS
in Feedlot Cattle
What are the advantages and risks involved?
The profitability of a feedlot is mainly determined by the productivity in cattle production.
This can be extrapolated to the whole feedlot industry which also faces perceptually
environmental implications by the public.
 By Dr Kobus Swart
Animal Nutrition Specialist

T

he cost of buying a calf and the
feed needed to finish it are the
two largest variable expenses
facing a beef feedlot. These two
costs are also external prices imposed
on the feedlot which increases the risk
substantially. To survive under these circumstances careful and well-informed
decisions must be taken and where even a
‘mind-shift’ must be applied .
Growth Promotants are among the
many sophisticated tools metabolic
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technology used by feedlots and other
producers worldwide to raise more beef,
more rapidly, using less feed, while maintaining high standards of animal health,
carcass quality and food safety. The three
main products approved and used in
the feedlot industry are antimicrobials in
the form of ionophores, hormonal growth
implants and Beta adrenergic agonists.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
METABOLIC TECHNOLOGY?
The best way of measuring the benefits of
growth promotants are the average daily
live mass gain over a period and the rate
of feed conversion to live mass (FCR).
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Both the circumstances and the quality
of feed must be specified to be able to
compare these measurements accurately.
Ionophores, implants and beta-agonists
improve daily gain typically on average
with 3%, 16% and 16% respectively.
Feed efficiency is improved by the same
promotants by 4%, 10% and 14% respectively.
The feedlot production costs would be
at least 10% higher if producers decide
not to or were unable to use ionophores,
implants of beta-agonists. It is calculated
that the benefits of the growth promotants
allow a feedlot or industry as a whole
to produce 10% more beef with 20%

AGRICULTURAL

Table 1
Quantity

Source

Nano gram of estrogen

75g

Beef from steer given no hormones - Certified organic

75g

Beef from steer given hormones

350ml

Beer

75g

Raw peas

75g

Raw cabbage

1 pil

Birth control

Per dag

Adult male

Per dag

Adult woman

per dag

Pregnant woman

1.30
2.00
15.00
500.00
3,000.00
35,000.00
136,000.00
480,000.00
3,415,000.00

Source: T Lawrence, Ph.D 2012 West Texas A&M University / H Ritchie; Michigan State University

less cattle. Without the promotants we
would need 10% more cattle, 10% more
land, 10% more feed, 7% more fuel and
7% more fertilizer to produce the same
amount of beef.
WHAT ARE IONOPHORES?
Ionophores are chemical substances produced by specialized micro-organisms as
a selective antimicrobial which is delivered
through cattle feed. It is not a therapeutic
antibiotic although it is registered as a
treatment against coccidiosis. As a growth
promotant ionophores change the microbe
growth in the rumen towards gram positive microbes and against gram negative
microbes. In this process cattle produce
more propionic acid in the rumen as a
precursor for glucose in the body and stimulates muscle growth. At the same time
less methane, which contains energy, and
prevents energy loss.
Ionophores are often erroneously included
in discussions about the concern of antimicrobial use in livestock and the poten-

tial antimicrobial resistance in humans.
Ionophores are not used in human medicine and have a very different mode of
action than other antibiotics. It does not
lead to cross-resistance to antibiotics of
importance in human medicine.
WHAT ARE HORMONAL
GROWTH IMPLANTS?
The hormones used in animal production, delivered by a pellet under the
skin behind the animal’s ear, enhances
the reproductive hormones that occur
naturally in the animal like estrogen and
testosterone. These products have been
in use since 1975. In steers, implants
replace some of the hormones that were
removed when the animal was castrated.
Growth implants encourage protein deposition and discourage fat deposition. This
improves both weight gain and feed conversion due to fat deposition that requires
more than twice as much feed energy as
protein deposition does.
Hormones used as growth promotants

can be used safely in beef production.
The residue levels found in beef, are too
low to be of risk to human health. To put
these levels in perspective, consider the
levels of the same estrogen that occur
naturally in plants, animals and humans.
Table1 shows that a person would have
to eat 3 million hamburgers every day
made from beef administered with growth
hormones before he or she would be
exposed to as much estrogen as an average woman produces daily.
Testosterone-containing implants are
similar. There is a safety factor of several
thousand-fold based on the assumption
that people consume the equivalent of 6
to 7 servings of beef per day.
WHAT ARE BETA ADRENERGIC
AGONISTS?
These products are the newest class of
growth promotants, commercially available since 2004. This class of additives
are similar to molecules occur naturally
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in a mammalian body, namely catecholamines and is not antimicrobials or supplement reproductive hormones. Asthma
medications are also beta-agonists. The
name describes what the function of the
product is. Adrenergic means resembling adrenaline and agonist (opposite of
antagonist) it works in a similar manner.
The beta refers to the particular receptor
that it binds to on the muscle cell surface. Adrenaline diverts blood flow from
the digestive organs towards the muscle during the ‘fight of flight’ response.
Similarly, beta-agonists redirect nutrients
so that more growth occurs in the muscle
tissue than in the internal organs and for
fat deposition.
Beta-agonists reduce protein turnover
by an increase in protein deposition and
reduction in muscle breakdown. This
result is an increase in muscle growth
and less fat deposition. The benefit for
the feedlot is an increase in growth rate,
feed efficiency and carcass dressing per-
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centage. Beta-agonists are fed towards
the end of the feeding period when muscle growth is slowing, fat deposition is
increasing and feed efficiency is dropping
off. A person would have to eat 180 servings of beef per day of 30 servings of liver
day from cattle administered beta-agonist
in order to get the effect of one hit of asthma medication.
ARE GROWTH PROMOTANTS
NECESSARY IN BEEF PRODUTION?
To answer this question there is an easy
way and a more complex way which
required a ‘mind-shift’. The easy answer
will be to comply with activists who want
to get rid of any odd, new or unnatural
products.
By not using growth promotants the
animals will survive and be also healthy.
However, beef will be produced but it
will be significant less productive and
profitable to the extent that the availability
will decrease or price of beef increase
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beyond affordability.
A mind-shift is needed to adopt
technologies to allow beef producers to
continue to provide consumers with safe,
high quality product in the face of rising
feed and land prices while reducing environmental implications. As with all refined
technologies, growth promotants will have
to be applied with care and responsibility,
but also with boldness and confidence to
reap the benefit.
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Which factors result in the
marginalisation of land?
When this article was written, 7 January 2019, crop plantings had taken a serious knock
due to the lack of rain and intense heat waves. Natural grazing has been damaged
severely and will take a long time to recover. The extent of this scenario is significantly
worse than previous droughts. Financial challenges faced by producers involved their
monthly running expenses and credit engagements.
 By Petrus van Staden
Senwes Senior Agronomist,
Ian Bothma
SGS: Area Manager, Free State and
Northern Cape
& Boet van Zyl
Senwes Senior Agricultural Economist

H

opefully the long-term average
rainfall from February to April
still posed possibilities. The
outstanding characteristic of
farmers is that they always come up with
a solution.
Core business involves a producer who
wants to be in full production again during
the coming season (2019/20). Any current
planting action would be absolutely

limited to:
Financial survival if there is no other
way out;
Food for the animals;
Limitation of wind erosion in the spring;
Preparation for the planting of maize.
On fields that received pre-planting
fertiliser, but were not planted, the
chemical status can be checked.
PARADIGMSHIFT
Due to the drought producers were
forced to limit emotion and sentiment
in the decision-making process to an
absolute minimum.
The instability relating to climate and
rainfall forces everyone to reconsider the
impact of global warming. Every producer

will have to make sure that he/she knows
what the potential impact will be on his/
her farming system. The financial impact
requires action. “...your business has to
adjust continuously in order to survive
economically and to remain competitive.
Stagnation is not an option...” (Dr. Johan
Willemse, LWB 4-11 January 2019).

What can the producer do to produce in
these difficult production and economic
conditions sustainably?
There is no instant solution - the
circumstances of every producer are
unique.
Focus on the aspects in your business
which you can control (natural
resources, production costs etc.).

This is an introductory article and we will attempt to do an investigation into the abovementioned factors during the year.
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Evaluate every facet of the farming
operations.
Analyse business and financial risks
Optimise production factors (land,
capital, labour, negotiation skills) diagnostic farming analysis.
Do not try to take production shortcuts.
Decrease the costs per unit by
considering alternative systems.
Debt consolidation on merit.
Sell surplus capital items where
economically justifiable.
No new capital expenditure if surplus
money is not available.
Plant grain on best lands, which limits

risk.
Become a better price manager.
(Avoid fixed price contracts where
delivery is compulsory in drought
years, when a crop is not a certainty).

Which factors have an impact on
margins which are acceptable for
sustainable production?

Production/yield in t/ha or kg meat/ha,
which is mostly linked to climate, over
which you have no control.
The question can be asked as to
whether the resource is still adequate
to realise the required margin in the

current climate conditions.
Have rainfall patterns changed and is
it the reason that the farming practices
and/or enterprises of my grandparents
are no longer profitable?
Does a shorter planting period
require a higher capital investment in
machinery and equipment?
Input cost increases.
Commodity prices
Cost squeeze
Are farming operations geared for
precision practices in order to use the
changing production environment as
an advantage

SENWES SCENARIO | MIND-SHIFT 2019
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Barend van Staden with
Magic, the bull with which he
was crowned as the 2018
Hinterland National Handler
of the Year @ALFA.

NEWS

Barend van Staden

Handler of note
“A handler?” the average person may ask. Well, it is the person who literally and
figuratively holds the reins when it comes to the judging of bulls and cows at cattle
shows. We meet Barend van Staden, the new 2018 Hinterland National Handler of the
Year @ ALFA. A title which he won at the ALFA Expo in Parys and which he will hopefully
defend in 2019.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

D

ifferent to most other handlers
in the industry, Barend is new
on the scene and started
demonstrating his skills in
2017 in this arena, after his employer,
Brahman stud breeder, Willie Jacobs from
the farm Rietfontein between Rustenburg
and Swartruggens, presented him with the
opportunity of a lifetime. The Sannieshofborn Barend has a lot of respect for
Willie and describes him as his father: “I
think God sent him into my life." He even
understands why Willie scolds him when
he makes mistakes: "He tries to improve
my performance in the process and I have
to bring my side.”
For those who attend agricultural
shows on a regular basis, Barend really
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exceeds the limits of his responsibilities.
He used to be a truck driver for Willie,
who transported the animals. But he got
stuck in and started to perform all sorts of
other duties as well. He cleaned the pens,
fed the animals and started to learn the
duties of a handler.
He regards the day in 2018 when he
was crowned as the 2018 Hinterland
National Handler of the Year @ALFA, as
the most important day of his life. To top
it all, he was not even aware of every time
he was judged. At the event he was not
only judged in the ring, but also while
looking after and handling the animals.
His big moment was when he was
greeted with a louder applause than the
National Bull and Cow Champions.
He has no intention of relaxing now. He
has a passion for animals and regards it
as a duty of love - “I love those animals.”
He also talks to them and jokingly says
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that they speak Afrikaans. He is firm, but
he also gives the animals room to put
forward their best .... hoof to enable the
judges to see their best characteristics.
He doesn't even shout and scream at
them and, according to Willie, he is really
attuned to them. What does he plan for
2019? Well, he inherited a tame team
and will have to break in the new ones,
thereby demonstrating the excellence of
his skills.
Points on which they are judged:
General tidiness in respect of clothing
and shoes is very important. There
has to be a connection between the
handler and the animal as well. Contact
with the ring leader is critical and the
animals must understand his non-verbal
communication. Presentation of the animal
to the judges, such as lifting its head and
looking at its stance, is also important.
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The inspections can be done
throughout the year.



Less downtime for the client in
season.



Inspections are done by a qualified
John Deere technician.



Inspections can be done on the
farm.




Breakdowns in season will be less.



Parts can be delivered in time for
the machines.



New and used equipment can be
inspected.



The inspection programme will
benefit all the machines of the
client.



Positive effect on the value of the
machines.

A good proactive plan can be
scheduled for inspections.

PRODUCER FOCUS

Brahmans
the love of Willie Jacobs’ life
We are living in a very fast era where things can change in an instant and a mind-shift if
often necessary in order to face the future. This is the case with Willie Jacobs, owner and
stud breeder of Jacobs Brahmans, who performed exceptionally well over the past three
years at the Hinterland National Interbreed Championships.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

H

owever, it has not been as
easy as 1, 2, 3. Willie's story
started in 2012 as commercial
producer. The drought in 2016
required a new way of thinking in order to
be able to flourish in this hard agricultural
environment. It made him decide to try
his hand at stud breeding. According to
Hinterland's Phillip Lee, Animal Solutions
Manager, Willie is one of very few stud
breeders, apart from John Devenport,
who entered a finalist at all the Hinterland
National Interbreed Championships over
the past three years.
In 2016 he was a finalist with the
Brahman cow Sugar, or VDM143, in 2017
he was a finalist again with Sugar and
in 2018 the Brahman bull named Magic
(AJS17675) and Saartjie (GPCK16737)
were national finalists.
What makes Willie even more unique is
that he has a white and a red stud. Willie's
philosophy is simple, but effective - he
wants to breed one of the best herds. And
Willie is well on his way to do just that with
his finalists.
The 41-year old, who was born and
bred in Klerksdorp, has agriculture
in his veins. His grandfather, Willem
Jacobs, farmed with commercial cattle
at Klipfontein, between Klerksdorp and
Wolmaransstad in the Northwest. This
humble breeder is very pleased with the
Hinterland Interbreed Competition, where
competitors don't really compete against
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one another, but they all compete in their
own right.
He highlights a few reasons for his
success: “Good genetics play a role and
proper preparation has to be done. And
then your handler can make or break
the whole thing. In this case it is Barend
van Staden, the 2018 Hinterland National
Handler of the Year @ALFA. An article on
Barend is also included in this edition.
Willie places his confidence 100% in
Barend and, even though he is still not an
experienced handler, Barend is a gem,
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who was discovered. They function very
well as a team, which is another reason
for their success. He refers to Barend as
his headboy when it comes to showing
their animals.
Willie is already moving from
commercial farmer to stud breeder and
he is adamant to expand on a continuous
basis. He is also planning to get involved
with production auctions and to supply
good commercial and female animals to
the market.
Keep up the good work Willie Jacobs!

Willie Jacobs and his Brahman Bull
Magic who is making a name for
himself and Willie in this industry
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Niche market

Garlic

Smells like Success
In this edition we explore garlic farming as a possible niche market for South African
farmers to tap into.
 By Kefiloe Manthata
Senwes Journalist

S

enwes Scenario visited Senwes
client Pieter Maree on his farm,
burrowed between Klerksdorp
and Ventersdorp. Maree, who
has been steadily building up his garlic
production over the past four years, took
us on a tour of his garlic fields to demonstrate the process of farming this aromatic
plant and the profit potential thereof.
Widely adored for its sharp aroma,
garlic is used mainly as flavouring and

seasoning for cooked dishes and stews.
Additionally, old-wives-tales attribute
some medicinal properties to garlic,
claiming that it heals anything from a common cold to inflammation. With this much
versatility, this bulb crop is bound to fare
very well in the South African market.
The majority of South African grown
garlic is sold to the fresh produce market. Processed products such as garlic
spreads, chopped garlic and bottled garlic in different forms are also sold, but to a
lesser extent.
Maree explains that like pecan nut and

Pieter Maree in his
garlic field between
Klerksdorp and
Ventersdorp.
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date farming, garlic farming requires lots
of patience as it has taken him four years
to build up his production to the point of
reasonable profit.
Maree advises that when planting garlic, it is smarter to “start small and build
the seed up.” Meaning do not rush to fill a
large portion of land with garlic. It is better
to plant a few at a time and watch it grow
gradually.
Garlic thrives well in warm temperatures. Long, sunny days encourage bulb
formation, especially during the growing
season. It is said that the perfect time to
begin planting garlic would be between
February and May. Be sure to plant in
well-drained, fertile soil with high organic
matter that is well-tilled before planting
to provide a loose growing bed for bulb
development. The soil determines how
much water and fertiliser are needed, but
on average, garlic can be successfully
grown using drip irrigation or a sprinkler
system. You will know when it is ready for
harvest when the leaf tops begin to dry
and lose their thickness. Garlic is handpicked and hung to dry completely before
being packaged and sold.
At the moment, the South African garlic
market is still relatively small, but growing
fast. The price is currently at approximately R53 per ton.

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Senwes Equipment se ervaring in landbou strek oor 110 jaar. As
eksklusiewe handelaar van John Deere en alternatiewe toerusting,
verseker ons jou toegang tot die nuutste ontwikkelings.

Agrirewards

equipment

AREA FOCUS

Renewal
in Bloem

Bloemfontein has been one of the largest retail branches and fuel stations in our stable
for the past 27 years and its upgrading is something to write home about. Literally!
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

he branch, which officially
opened its doors in Bloemfontein
on 19 June 1992, underwent a
welcome change recently. So,
if you haven't been in Bloemfontein for a
while, it is time to pay the branch a visit.
Senwes Scenario last visited this gem
in 2016 and various improvements have
been made since then.
FILL UP PLEASE
The fuel station at our Hinterland branch
has new pumps, a wider forecourt, where
up to six vehicles can be attended to at
once, a wider access lane, upgraded and
new wireless pump units and you can get
95 octane unleaded fuel.
There is new generation electronic
tyre inflators, where the desired pressure
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can be keyed in, new stainless steel
service bins, upgraded LED lighting
and a smaller CO2 footprint, as well as a
vapour recovery system on the vent stack
to reduce evaporation and improve air
quality.
UPGRADED OK EXPRESS
The convenience store was also
upgraded in the process to a fully
equipped OK Express.
Branch manager Gerhard Odendaal
says that business literally doubled due to
the busy kitchen, where two chefs prepare
excellent take-aways and coffee. Lotto
tickets, airtime and prepaid electricity
can also be bought in the shop - you will
even find headache pills and vegetables.
The restrooms are now accessible to
handicapped people and a new kiosk was
erected for the fuel attendants. Everything
is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, as in the past.
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PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
A busy branch manager must know how
to delegate and with 105 members of
staff, Gerhard can definitely do it. Gerhard
will be getting an assistant manager in
due course to help manage the improved
shop with 54 staff members, 27 Senwes
Equipment staff members and 24
members of staff at the fuel station.
Gerhard is of the opinion that improved
business flow and happy personnel pave
the way to optimally service the producer
and city customer.
This, together with the annual expo,
Bloemfontein show and bimonthly visit by
the blood bank, bring more feet to this
special branch.
RETAIL BRANCH NEXT IN LINE
It is not the end yet. The retail branch
is scheduled for further upgrading in
February 2019. So, watch this space.
Good luck with the upgrading!

uppe marketing A19248/SS

Ontsluit jou potensiaal
met DEKALB ®-innovasie

DEKALB® saad bied die genetika en innovasie vir jou oes terwyl jy kan staatmaak op al die
ondersteuning en kundige advies wat jy benodig. Maak staat op DEKALB® ^ die innovasieleier.
DEKALB® is ’n geregistreerde handelsmerk van Monsanto
Technology LLC. Monsanto Suid-Afrika (Edms) Bpk,
Posbus 69933, Bryanston, 2021.

PLA

UKSES
NT JOU S

MAIZE

Acceleron®, Roundup Ready® MAIZE 2 en YieldGard® MAIZE 2
is geregistreerde handelsmerke van Monsanto Technology LLC.

www.dekalb.co.za
DEKALB SA

DEKALB South Africa

dekalbsa

@DEKALB_SA

AREA FOCUS

BLOEMFONTEIN: STAFF

HINTERLAND: BLOEMFONTEIN

Where: The Hinterland branch is situated at 24 Curie

GERHARD ODENDAAL

Avenue in Bloemfontein. The branch has been at this

Branch Manager

address for almost 27 years, after the official branch

082 881 1930
051 411 0101

opening on 19 June 1992.

		 bloemfontein.takbestuurder@hinterland.co.za

Contract number: 051 411 0101

BEN BUYS

STOFFEL RALENGOELE

Spares Manager

Silo Manager

060 966 6859
051 435 5907

073 495 6753
051 411 0101

bloemfontein.grainlink@senwes.co.za

bloemfontein.onderdele@senwes.co.za
JOHN MORGADO

JOHANNES BRINK

Senwes Credit Key Account Manager

Workshop Manager
082 412 3309
051 411 0101

082 850 8901
051 411 0101

bloemfontein.werkswinkel1@senwes.co.za

johannes.brink@senwes.co.za

DRIES VAN SCHALKWYK

BOET VAN ZYL

Whole Goods Marketer

Agronomist

082 829 7576
051 411 0101

072 260 2202
051 411 0101

dries.vanschalkwyk@senwes.co.za

boet.vanzyl@senwes.co.za

JANA MYBURGH

DAVE VAN DER SANDT

Senwes Grain Marketer

Head: Retail Sales

082 809 8693
051 430 0878

051 411 0101
bloemfontein.winkel@senwes.co.za

jana.erasmus@senwes.co.za

CERTISURE: BLOEMFONTEIN

The contact details of your reliable Certisure brokers in Bloemfontein are provided below for easy reference purposes:
MARTIE HARMSE
Broker

083 285 0842
051 411 0101

martie.harmse@certisure.co.za
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JOELINE PETERSON
Broker Assistant

051 411 0101

joeline.peterson@certisure.co.za

ELIZMA CALITZ

Broker Assistant
051 411 0101

elizma.calitz@certisure.co.za

HUNTING

HUNTING TIME!
Summer pleasures are almost a thing of the past and hunters' minds are starting to range
far and wide. The unknown hunting season lying ahead can keep a hunter's mind busy for
days. They want to build on the successes of previous years, but they don't want to repeat
the mistakes of the past.
 By Jan-Lodewyk Serfontein
Hunting expert

O

ne of the planned hunting
days will be on Saturday with
a planned buck on the wish
list. The children are up early,
dressed, packed and ready for the day.
My daughter's first hunt, which we have
been planning for months, has arrived.
She knows more than most other hunters
about a number of things - from shooting
in on the range to hitting the buck in the
right spot from various distances. The day
should progress as planned.
But what will we do if it doesn't? Will she
know how to compensate if the animals
don't stand where they should? What if the
wind blows? Will she get over the hunting
fever, which will definitely hit her as soon
as the perfect shot presents itself? Oh, and
she shouldn't wound the buck. Your first

buck must be an experience which you
want to remember for ever and which you
want to tell others about for time to come. It
must be perfect.
Fortunately, the buck turned sideways
after walking around for a while. Closer
than 100m the buck could not have
stopped. Now the picture can be coloured
in perfectly, just like she practiced.
The crosshair found its spot behind
the shoulder. Pull the trigger like she
practiced. And the buck goes down even
before the shot rang out properly.
Her face told a number of stories, there
were no words, and her breathing was
more excited than ever before! Everything
went exactly right today. A perfect day - a
day any proud father would want for his
daughter.
After the buck was skinned and in the
cooling chamber, it was time to relax. To
tell stories and relive the day over and
over. In-between all the new stories, emo-

tions and excitement I managed to ask
her what the day was like, and would she
shoot again. Apart from a spontaneous "of
course", not much more was said about the
hunt. To be in the veld, to swim in the dam
and just to be a child, made her day!
Later on I sat thinking about the lessons
which we learn from children. The children
taught me new lessons today. We plan a
hunt for months. What we want to hunt,
where to hunt, how the buck should stand,
how far it should be. We plan on behalf of
nature how we want to hunt, how we want
to experience nature.
My daughter taught me today that I
should enjoy the hunt for what it is and
not for what we want it to be. To be part
of nature, to experience it and be close
to God's creation. To look into the flames,
enjoy the sounds of nature. To look for the
unknown and to experience opportunities
which arise for what they are.
Enjoy your hunt!
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NEWS

mixed grill

Senwes part of the Ottosdal
Draf en Trap for 26 years

 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

PRODUCERS, HAVE YOU heard of the
Senwes-sponsored Ottosdal Draf en
Trap? Well, it definitely is the best export
product of the farming town Ottosdal,
which celebrated its 26th birthday on
Saturday, 26 January 2019. And what's
more, Senwes has been involved in this
event for decades, since 1994.
4 083 sportsmen and women and
11 000 visitors descended upon the

Northwest town this year. Senwesters
and the Hinterland water point have also
become synonymous with this huge event
in the Northwest.There were eleven items,
three mountain bike races, four road
racing bike races and four road races.
The Draf en Trap took another step into
the future - athletes' times were taken
by means of electronic chips for the first
time, which meant that the results were
available much faster than in the past.
Definitely a step in the right director.
Secretary and organiser Willa Naudé
says that they have grown through the

years and that they are very grateful for
the support from all organisations, agricompanies such as Senwes and sponsors
who are involved with the Ottosdal Draf
en Trap. They prepare for more than 3
500 athletes and 1 400 cyclists every
year. Chairman Jaco Bamberger says that
it is an honour to host this event for the
community, athletes and cyclists.
Well done Ottosdal Draf en Trap!
Watch the video of the 2019
Ottosdal Draf en Trap at the link
http://senwes.co/drafentrap19 or
scan the QR code:

BFAP warns: Remain well-anchored
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

DURING A RECENT visit to Senwes
Head Office in Klerksdorp, Divan van der
Westhuizen, BFAP Manager: Farming
Inputs, warned that it is absolutely critical
for BFAP to remain well-anchored.
Regular visits to agri-organisations
are necessary to align and refine their
research. He regards such visits as
extremely important to share applied and
industry-relevant research with agri-businesses, suppliers and the private sector in
order to reflect the relevance of our analy-
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ses and research.
In terms of 2019, he emphasised that
there will always be uncertainties which
will have to be managed. Uncertainties
regarding the 2019 election, investments
and land reform without compensation,
which will affect your decision-making
processes.
In his presentation he specifically
referred to the intensity of 2015 and 2016
and the implications thereof, which they
are very sensitive about. In times such
as these, early warning indicators are
necessary to guide us. He emphasised
again that, should a weak El Niño system
develop, it would not necessarily imply a
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Divan van der Westhuizen, BFAP
Manager: Farming Inputs
drought. His advice is to be wide awake,
to take note of things and to apply it in
your decision-making process. “However,
farmers must keep on doing what they do
best - and that is to farm.”

SKAKEL JOU NAASTE SENWES
EQUIPMENT VIR GEHALTE ONDERDELE

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Senwes Equipment se ervaring in landbou strek oor 110 jaar. As
eksklusiewe handelaar van John Deere en alternatiewe toerusting,
verseker ons jou toegang tot die nuutste ontwikkelings.

Agrirewards

equipment

DIGITAL

How to adopt a digital mindset in

5 STEPS
By Johan Le Grange
Digital Content Specialist

STEP

KNOW WHAT YOU’RE GETTING IN TO
Having a digital mindset doesn’t necessarily mean that you have to be on all the various
social media platforms or that you have to digitise every aspect of your business. It also
doesn’t imply that you have to get rid of good old-fashioned pen and paper. Having a
digital mindset can merely be utilising and leveraging technology to make your life easier
and more convenient.

01

STEP

02

STEP

03

STEP

04

STEP

05

STEP OUT OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE
Think about revolutionised concepts such as online banking, online shopping and online
education. Or are you set in your ways and sticking to writing cheques, stashing cash
under the mattress and driving from retailer to retailer to find one that stocks a specific
product? If you want to make life easier for yourself and your business, start by digitising
only one aspect. Then one more and so forth. It can be your administrative section or
your security or clocking system that you move online.
THINK DIGITAL
Adopting a digital mindset means constantly remembering that you can use technology
to solve problems, learn new skills and gather useful data. For example, if you are battling with a project, program or product, chances are that there will be at least a dozen
videos on YouTube on how to do it. Struggling to make a purchase decision? Do your
entire product research online and in advance. Solving problems with a digital mindset
can be something small like rocking up at the ATM without your wallet and instead of
driving home to fetch it, rather make use of the cardless withdrawal service.

DON’T BE AFRAID TO CHANGE
Changing your thought process and trying new things can be difficult and filled with
uncertainty, but resisting change for too long can set you so far back that the thought of
catching up on every outdated aspect of your life or business will be beyond the bounds
of possibility. The point is, don’t be afraid to go through a trial and error period to discover what works for you and what doesn’t. Research has shown that change helps you
grow; it teaches you to be flexible; it reveals your strengths; it breaks routines and it pre
sents new opportunities.
SEEK VALUE
Don’t waste time - if you’re not getting the desired value from a specific system, solution
or platform you’ve been using, move on. The digital age saw the birth of the disloyal consumer where decisions are quick and nobody dwells long on being unhappy because
the competition is so fierce, you’ll never be left stranded.

Approach the rest of 2019 with a renewed digital mindset that will not only open the door of endless opportunities for you, but it will keep
you and your business at the forefront of agriculture in South Africa.
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SKAKEL JOU NAASTE SENWES EQUIPMENT
BEMARKER VIR MEER INLIGTING

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Senwes Equipment se ervaring in landbou strek oor 110 jaar. As
eksklusiewe handelaar van John Deere en alternatiewe toerusting,
verseker ons jou toegang tot die nuutste ontwikkelings.

Agrirewards

equipment

GRAIN BROKERS

Weak El Niño years

What happened in the past?

The previous edition contained an article on the background, origin and development of
ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) events. This article is a follow-up in which we look
at a specific classification of ENSO in the form of a weak El Niño event, which is present
for the 2018/2019 production season.
 By Frans Dreyer
Manager: Senwes Grain Brokers

A

weak El Niño event is identified
when sea surface temperatures
are warmer than normal, but fall
within a specific grade Celsius
band. Sea surface temperatures are
expressed as a norm by means of monthly
Oceanic Nino Index (ONI) values. Every
monthly ONI value is the three-month average of the sea surface temperature in the
Nino 3.4 area. This classification was subdivided over time to indicate the expected
intensity of an El Niño or La Niña phenomenon. The subdivision is made in 0.5°
Celsius intervals as indicated in Figure 1.
This classification makes it possible to
categorise previous seasons according to
the type of season experienced, as summarised in Table 1.
An evaluation of past El Niño and La
Niña events over the long term confirms
the actual impact thereof on yield expectations becomes evident.There is no clear
evidence that La Niña years will be characterised by higher yields and El Niño years
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Figure 1: Oceanic El Niño Indeks (ONI).

Source: GG Weather

Table 1: El Niño and La Niña year classification.
La Niña

El Niño
Weak
(0.5 to 1°C)

Moderate
(1 to 1.5°C)

1952-1953

1951-1952

1958-1959

1968-1969

1976-1977

1994-1995

1953-1954

1969-1970
1977-1978

1979-1980
2004-2005

2014-2015
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1963-1964

1986-1987

2002-2003
2009-2010

Strong
Very Strong
Weak
Moderate
(1.5 to 2°C)
(>2°C)
(-0.5 to -1°C) (-1 to -1.5°C)
1957-1958

1965-1966
1972-1973

1987-1988

1991-1992

1982-1983

1954-1955

2015-2016

1971-1972

1997-1998

1955-1956

1973-1974

1995-1996

1988-1989

1964-1965

1970-1971

1974-1975

2011-2012

1983-1984

1984-1985

2008-2009
2016-2017

1975-1976

1998-1999
1999-2000

2007-2008

2000-2001

2005-2006

Strong
(<-1.5°C)

2010-2011
`

2017-2018

Source: GG Weather

GRAIN BROKERS

Graph 1: Rainfall distribution during weak El Niño years for the western production area.

Source: Compiled by Thys Grobbelaar

Graph 2: Average cumulative rainfall distribution during weak El Niño years for the western
production area.
Source: Compiled by Thys Grobbelaar
by lower yields. Should the actual yields
for the western production area (sensitive
for El Niño events) be compared, the average yield since the 1919-20 season until
the 2017-18 season was 2.43mt/ha during
La Niña years, 1.56mt/ha during El Niño
years and 1.9mt/ha during neutral seasons.
Should these averages only be calculated
from the 1983-84 season, then La Niña
years yielded 3.72mt/ha, El Niño years
2.68mt/ha and neutral years 3.18mt/ha.
However, when only taking the average
of the weak El Niño years into account,
the situation looks different. The average
yield during the 10 weak El Niño seasons
as indicated in Table 1 is 2.24mt/ha,
which is better than the long-term average
of neutral years. This average for the weak

El Niño years since 1983-84 was 3.54mt/
ha which, once again, is better than the
yield during neutral years over the same
period. It therefore becomes evident that
weak El Niño years do not necessarily
translate to below average yield realisations. This yield expectation can, however, be linked to cumulative rainfall and
the distribution of rainfall as indicated in
Graph 1 and Graph 2.
Rainfall during weak El Niño years does
not necessarily indicate below average
rainfall. The average cumulative rainfall
during these seasons was 524.7mm compared to the long-term cumulative average
of 553.8mm. Looking at the distribution
of rainfall in Graph 1, it is evident that
the variance from the long-term average

for every month from June to June the
next near, is significantly smaller from
September to December with more significant variances from January to March.
In fact, the average rainfall for September
to December in weak El Niño years, was
higher than the long-term average rainfall
for these months. The average rainfall from
January to March during the weak El Niño
years is, however, below the long-term
average rainfall, which could indicate that
weak El Niño years could result in lower
rainfall during the traditional midsummer
drought period. Should the average rainfall
be indicated in a cumulative manner as in
Graph 2, the variance in respect of rainfall
distribution becomes more evident.
To summarise, the objective of this
article is not to make a prediction for
the 2018-19 season in respect of rainfall
expectations. The information contained
herein is based on actual historic realisation of weather phenomena and models
tested over time. The deduction which
can be made from the expectations is
that the production season will probably be characterised as a weak El Niño
season. This type of El Niño season is
not necessarily characterised by weak,
below average yields in the more sensitive
western production area and cumulative
rainfall does not vary significantly from the
long-term average rainfall. It is striking,
however, that the distribution of rainfall
indicates more favourable rainfall patterns
during the planting period of September
to December, but also that rainfall may
be below average for the traditional midsummer drought period. In view of this
deduction it would always be sensible for
producers to adjust planning in respect
of planting and plant date distribution as
to address the potential midsummer risk.
However, every season is unique and the
development of the current season is no
exception. Every producer will have to
determine his own risks and make sure
that available soil moisture is adequate
before a planting decision is made.
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GARDENING

Tips for the
HOT WEATHER

Food for thought

Our eyes are the
windows of our soul:

Milanie Vosloo

allowing us to see life in
a specific way...

W

e all have a story: a unique story that shaped us,
allowing us to look at the world in a specific way.

The question is: How do I see the world? Did
pain, disappointment and setbacks darken the
filters of my soul in such a way that I generally see the world in
shades of grey? Or do I - despite everything - see the brighter side of life? Do I still see hope, despite heaps of rubble,
laughter after a dark night, the goodness of others despite their
weaknesses?
Faith colours our world differently. It allows us to be brutally
honest with ourselves, but to also believe that things will work
out as they should, that people can change, that tomorrow can
be better. It changes an 'it is' situation to an 'it can' possibility.
And because I can see the unlimited possibilities of my Father,
I hope differently, I see people differently and I live differently.
Perhaps you and I can ask the Spirit to give us the ability to see
the 'it can' possibilities? Perhaps:
Our hearts will then feel lighter - even if our circumstances
don't change;
We will be able to see the good in others - even if they mess
up;
We will hear love - despite the things that make us angry;
We will know intuitively that God is with us: will also be with
us tomorrow.
Let us pray: Please remove the shadows darkening my soul
to enable me to see the light. Believe with new hope. Live with
expectations. Love unconditionally. Yes, Lord, please open my
eyes again... for everything we receive from You. For who You
are.

Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers
Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers. One lucky reader can win a
copy of Hoop wat kaalvoet loop, 101 devotions filled with hope and
inspiration. SMS Senwes, Cum, your name, telephone number
and e-mail address to 31022 on or before 31 March 2019.
Standard sms-tariffs will apply and no Senwes group employees may enter.
Visit the website www.senwes.co.za for comprehensive competition rules.
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By Johan (Dons) Jordaan
Group Marketing Manager, Bastion

F

ebruary is usually a hot and dry month. It is therefore
necessary to wet deeper by watering for longer periods of time. Rather water well twice a week than giving
less water every day. It will ensure that plants receive
sufficient water in the total soil profile and that roots penetrate
the soil deeper. In this manner plants will be able to deal with
heatwaves and dry periods better.
Diseases flourish during hot periods and you have to be on
the lookout for powdery mildew, rust and black spot on roses,
dahlias and begonias. To ensure a green lawn until the winter,
use a fertiliser such as 5:1:5.
The worst heat will break in March and your watering patterns can then be adjusted to prevent overwatering. Be sure to
spray for caterpillars and other insects, which could be a problem at this time.
Preparations for winter have to start in April. Perennials can
now be pruned. All bulbs which flower in spring, can be planted in pots or flowerbeds. Remember that ranunculus can disappear - rather plant them in a pot. Spray perennial weeds before
they run to seed.
A few tasks need to be done in the orchard and vegetable garden as well. The mulch around fruit trees have to be
checked in February to make sure that moisture is retained in
extreme heat. In order to prevent diseases and insect damage,
it must be ensured that the trunks are open. Fruit trees which
are harvested by now, can be fertilised with a low N, high K fertiliser, such as 3:1:5.
Broccoli, cauliflower and cabbage can be planted for the
winter. Sow beetroot and carrots in rows. February is also a
good time to plant lettuce, spinach and parsley in cooler areas
of the garden.
Carrots and beetroot can be thinned out in March. Pumpkins
planted in October and November will be ready to harvest now.
Well dried pumpkins can be stored
in a dry, well ventilated area. Look
out for plant diseases and insects
in your orchard
and vegetable garden.

Uitsonderlike aanbiedinge

BACKHOE LOADER 3CX & 3DX
 Tot so laag as PRIMA -9% gekoppel
 Maandelikse / jaarlikse paaiemente beskikbaar

BACKHOE LOADER 2DX
 Tot so laag as PRIMA -2.5% gekoppel
 Maandelikse / jaarlikse paaiemente beskikbaar

TELEHANDLERS
 Tot so laag as PRIMA -3.5% gekoppel
 Maandelikse / jaarlikse paaiemente beskikbaar

Geldig tot 30 April 2019
TERME EN VOORWAARDES GELDIG

NAVRAE:
Antoon Smalberger (082 806 4844)
Phillip Nel (083 451 3947)

Vir enige navrae, kontak asseblief u naaste Senwes Equipment heelgoederebemarker
vir meer inligting of ‘n demonstrasie.

